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We investigate the existence, multiplicity and bifurcation of solutions of a model
nonlinear degenerate elliptic differential equation: &x2u"=*u+|u| p&1 u in (0, 1);
u(0)=u(1)=0. This model is related to a simplified version of the nonlinear
WheelerDeWitt equation as it appears in quantum cosmological models. We
prove the existence of multiple positive solutions. More precisely, we show that
there exists an infinite number of connected branches of solutions which bifurcate
from the bottom of the essential spectrum of the corresponding linear operator.
 1997 Academic Press
Nous e tudions ici l’existence, multiplicite et proprie te s de bifurcation des solutions
d’un proble me elliptique de ge ne re : &x2 u"=*u+|u| p&1 u in (0, 1); u(0)=u(1)=0.
Ce proble me mode le est proche d’une version simplifie e et non-line aire de l’e qua-
tion de WheelerDeWitt, utilise e dans des mode les de Cosmologie quantique. Nous
prouvons l’existence d’une infinite de branches de solutions qui bifurquent a partir
de l’infimum du spectre continu de l’ope rateur line aire correspondant.  1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the model problem
{&x
2u"=*u+|u| p&1 u in (0,1)
u(0)=u(1)=0,
(1.1)
where p>1, * is a real parameter and u=u(x) is defined as a continuous
function on [0, 1]. We address here the questions of existence, multiplicity
and bifurcation of connected components of solutions of (1.1). This equa-
tion is related to the WheelerDeWitt equation as we explain below.
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The minisuperspace model in quantum cosmology deals with the sim-
plified version of WheelerDeWitt equation. This equation is used to model
quantum states of the universe and study the qualitative behavior of the
universe wave function. Of course the most general case is quite complicated.
A common simplification done by cosmologists consists in studying the par-
ticular case of an isotropic homogeneous universe (the ‘‘minisuperspace’’)
(see, for instance, [12, 14, 27]). In this case, when one looks for special
stationary solutions, one is led to equations very similar to (1.1). Let us
remark that the usual WheelerDeWitt equation is linear. However when
studying possible splitting or joining of different universes, nonlocal
nonlinear terms arise in the equation. Local nonlinear terms, as those
appearing in (1.1), are just first approximations of the nonlocal terms.
Solutions of the nonlinear WheelerDeWitt equation can be viewed as the
stationary waves, with frequency lambda, for a universe which is splitting
into several separate ones or which has just been created after the addition
of previously independent universes. Thus, intervals of lambda’s for which
existence or multiplicity of solutions are available yield intervals of possible
frequencies for splitting or joining universes.
The simplified nonlinear WheelerDeWitt equation looks like
1
x2
2
y2
&
2
x2
&
p
x

x
+x2 &k2x4 +g xq&2 || r =0, (1.2)
where y # R is a scalar field, x # (0, R), R>0, a scale factor, p # R, k2>0,
g # R, r>0, and qrp2 are given constants ( p reflects the factor-ordering
ambiguity and k2 is a cosmological constant). Finally  # (0, R)_R  C is
the so-called wave function of the universe for the minisuperspace model.
(see [12, 14, 27] for more details.) In [10, 11] the above equation was
studied as an evolution equation in which y is treated as the evolving time.
Stationary solutions of this equation are found in [4] by using variational
methods. By looking for stationary solutions in the form
(x, y)=ei+yu(x), + # R, u  0 (1.3)
and then performing the change of variables v(x)=xp2u(x), Eq. (1.2)
becomes
&x2
d 2v
dx2
+
p
4
( p&2) v+Vv+gxq&rp2 |v| r v=*v, (1.4)
where *=+20 and V(x)=x4&k2x6. Equation (1.1) is a simplified ver-
sion of (1.4), and we choose to study it because of its simple structure.
Actually, most of the results we obtain for (1.1) in this paper can be
extended to cover (1.4) also.
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The linear operator L=&x2(2x2) has only continuous spectrum
which consists of the interval [14, +). A natural question is whether
there is bifurcation from the bottom of the continuous spectrum or not.
Such phenomena have been widely observed in the presence of essential
spectrum. See for instance [1, 59, 13, 1522, 25, 26]. Most of these results
are concerned with sequences of solutions which approach limit points of
the essential spectrum. There are also a few works which present some
results about bifurcation of connected branches (see [9, 15, 26]). The
above equation is one further examplewhich does not seem to have been
considered so farof this type of bifurcation from the essential spectrum.
However, the structure of the set of solutions of (1.1) displays some quite
unusual features which have not, to the authors’ knowledge, been hereto
observed.
Here we prove the following type of results:
 There is an infinite number of connected components of solutions
of (1.1) bifurcating from ( 14 , 0) in R_X, where X=[u # C
0([0, 1]);
u(0)=u(1)=0] and X is endowed with the L norm.
 These branches, C i, i=1, 2, . . ., are composed of solutions of (1.1)
which have (i&1) zeroes in (0, 1) for every i # Z+.
 Regarding positive solutions of (1.1), we prove that for all
0<*< 14 , aside from the solutions contained in the branch C
0, there is an
uncountable infinity of positive solutions of (1.1), all of which but one not
being in H 10(0, 1).
 For * 14 there is no solution of (1.1) in H
1
0(0, 1), but for *=
1
4 we
prove the existence of a positive solution of (1.1) which is in X, but not in
H 10(0, 1).
We would like to point out that the type of nondegeneracy which
appears in (1.1) is crucial in getting the above results. Indeed if we consider
the equation &xru"=*u+|u| p&1 u, p>1, r>0, the case r=2 is critical in
the sense that it is the only one for which the above equation is invariant
by dilation. This is the main reason for the rich structure we obtain for the
solution set of (1.1). For r<2, Eq. (1.1) essentially behaves like a non-
singular equation. The case r>2 is open. Another important point here is
the choice of the space in which we look for solutions. Both the type of
bifurcation and the existence results we obtain depend quite strongly on
this choice. This is in contrast with the case when the nonlinear problem
under study is strictly elliptic for which this choice is much less relevant.
The results proved in this paper were announced in [5]. Also, partial
existence results were obtained in [4].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the existence
of positive solutions of (1.1) obtained by using O.D.E. techniques. In
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Section 3 we prove the bifurcation of a connected component of positive
solutions of (1.1) from the bottom of the essential spectrum of the operator
L. Finally Section 4 is devoted to the obtention of bifurcating branches
corresponding to solutions which change sign.
2. EXISTENCE AND MULTIPLICITY OF POSITIVE SOLUTIONS
The aim of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 2.1. (i) For every *< 14 there exists a solution of (1.1), u *
,
which belongs to H 10(0, 1). Furthermore, for all *, 0<*<
1
4 there exists an
uncountable one-parameter family of distinct positive solutions of (1.1), u*, { ,
parametrized by { # (0, 1). None of these solutions belong to H 10(0, 1).
(ii) For *= 14 , there exist #>0 and a positive solution of (1.1), u14 ,
which is not in H 10(0, 1) and such that
lim
x  0
u14x&12=#.
(iii) For all * # (0, 14), { # (0, 1), there exist positive constants :, ;{ such
that setting += 14&*,
lim
x  0
u
 *
x&12&- +=:, lim
x  0
u*, {x&12+- +=;{ .
In the proof we will make use of several changes of variables.
Set v(x)=u(x) x&12. Then u is a solution of (1.1) if and only if v is a
solution of
{&v"&
v$
x
+\14&*+
v
x2
=|v| p&1 vx( p&5)2 in (0, 1)
(2.1)
v(1)=0, lim
x  0+
v(x) x12=0.
Notice that v can also be thought of as a solution of
{&22v+\
1
4
&*+ v|x| 2=|v| p&1 v |x| ( p&5)2 in B2
v=0 in B2
where x # B2=[x # R2|x|<1], 22=2x21+
2x22 , and we understand
that v(x)=v( |x| ) for x # R2: v is a radially symmetric function defined
in 02 .
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Let us now define w: R+  R as w(s)=v(x), with s=&ln x. Then w is
a solution of
{&w"+(
1
4&*) w=|w|
p&1 we&( p&1)s2 in (0, +)
(2.3)
w(0)=0, lim
s  +
w(s) e&s2=0.
Solving (2.1) or (2.3) is of course equivalent to solving (1.1). We will
now construct positive solutions of (2.3) both by variational and O.D.E.
methods. The proof of Theorem 1.4 will be organized in a series of
lemmata.
Lemma 2.2. For all *< 14 , for all p>1, there exists a positive solution of
(2.3) such that
lim
s  +
w(s)=0. (2.4)
Proof. Consider the following minimization problem:
I= inf
0
+ |w| p+1 e&( p&1) s2 ds=1
w # H10 (R
+)
|
+
0
|w$| 2+( 14&*) w
2 ds.
Whenever *< 14 , any minimizing sequence for I, [wn], is obviously bounded
in H 10(R
+). Extracting a subsequence, which we still denote by [wn], we
see that [wn] converges to some w0 # H 10(R
+), a.e. and weakly in H 10(R
+).
Moreover, the sequence [wn] is also bounded in L(R+). By Lebesgue’s
theorem, we see that +0 |w0 |
p+1 e&( p&1) s2 ds=1. Finally from lower
semi-continuity, we infer that w0 is a minimizer for I. Obviously w0 can be
chosen to be nonnegative, since we may replace [wn] by [ |wn |]. Now
w0(x) belongs to H 10(R
+) and satisfies the equation
&w"0+( 14&*) w0=(w0)
p e&( p&1)s2 in R+,
where * # R is a Lagrange multiplier. From this equation and the fact
that +0 |w0 |
p+1 e&( p&1) s2 ds=1, it follows that *=+0 |w$0 |
2+
( 14&*) |w0 |
2 dx. Hence, *>0. Setting w=*1( p&1)w0 we get a solution of
(2.3). Clearly w>0 and since w # H 10(R
+), limx  + w(x)=0. K
Let us now consider the following initial value problem
{&w"++w=|w|
p&1 we&( p&1) s2
w(0)=0, w$(0)=k,
in (0, +)
(2.5)k
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where += 14&*>0, p>1 and k is an arbitrary positive real number. The
following series of informations on the behavior of the solutions for
problem (2.5)k will enable us to obtain multiple solutions for problem
(2.3), and therefore also for (1.1).
Lemma 2.3. Let +>0, p>1 and let w be a nonnegative solution of (2.5)k
for a given k>0. Suppose that w(s) converges towards some constant C as
s goes to +. Then, necessarily, C=0.
Proof. Obviously, since ( p&1)2>0, if lims  + w(s)=C>0, for s
sufficiently large w"(s)+2>0, which implies lims  + w(s)=+.
Hence C=0. K
Lemma 2.4. Let w be a nonnegative solution of (2.5)k for a given k>0.
Then if + 14 we have
lim
s  +
w(s) e&s2=0. (2.6)
Proof. Let us define n(s)=w(s) e&s2 for s0. Then if w is a non-
negative solution of (2.5)k , it follows that n satisfies
{&n"&n$=(
1
4&+) n+n
p in (0, +)
n(0)=0, n$(0)=k
(2.7)
and n0 in (0, +).
The function n cannot have any local minimum. Hence, either it is
monotone nondecreasing or it has a local maximum at s and from then on
it decreases monotonically towards some constant C0.
In the first case we would have s0 (n
p+( 14&+) n) ds  +. However,
integrating the equation shows that
&n$(s)+k&n(s)=|
s
0
(np+( 14&+)n) ds  +. (2.8)
This yields a contradiction, since
&n$(s)+k&n(s)k \s0. (2.9)
Therefore n has a local maximum at some s >0. Let C be the limit of n
when s goes to +. If C=0, the lemma is proved. If C>0, then again
(2.9) holds. Since n0, (2.8) implies that n$(s)  s  + &, which once
more is a contradiction. K
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Lemma 2.5. Let p>1, 0<+ 14 and w be a nonnegative solution of
(2.5)k for some k>0. Then there exists s00 such that w is monotone in the
interval (s0 , +).
Proof. At a local maximum s , w"(s )0 and therefore from the equa-
tion satisfied by w we obtain
+wp&1(s ) e&( p&1)s 2. (2.10)
Lemma 2.4 shows then that under our assumptions,
lim
s  +
w(s) p&1 e&( p&1) s2=0.
Hence, s has to belong to a given bounded interval [0, s1]. Then, either
s0=s1 or s0 is the unique local minimum of w beyond s1 . K
After these preliminaries about the properties of the (positive) solutions
of problem (2.5)k , let us indeed study their existence.
Proposition 2.6. For every 0<+< 14 , p>1, there exists k0>0 such that
for all k>k0 , the solution w of problem (2.5)k remains positive in (0, +)
and
lim
s  +
w(s)=+. (2.11)
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, if w remains positive, it cannot have a finite limit
C>0. On the other hand, from Lemma 2.5 it follows that if w0, then w
has a limit. Hence, there are two cases:
(i) either w0 for all s>0 and lims  + w(s)=+, or
(ii) there exists s >0 such that w(s )=0 or w0 for all s and
w(s)  0 as s  +.
Let us show that case (ii) cannot occur for k sufficiently small. Suppose
that we are in case (ii) and let s =sup[s>0; w>0 on (0, s)] (0<s +)
and let b # (0, s) be such that
&w&L (0, s )=w(b).
Multiply the equation in (2.5)k by w$ and integrate by parts to obtain
w$(0)2
2
&lim
s  s
w$(s)2
2
=
p&1
2( p+1) |
s
0
w p+1(s) e&( p&1)s2 ds. (2.12)
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Therefore,
|
s
0
w p+1(s) e&( p&1)s2 ds\p+1p&1+ k2. (2.13)
Multiplying the equation in (2.5)k by w and integrating it by parts on the
interval (0, b) yields
|
b
0
|w$(s)| 2++ |w(s)| 2 ds=|
b
0
|w(s)| p+1 e&( p&1)s2 ds. (2.14)
Moreover integrating the equation between 0 and b we have
k++ |
b
0
w(s) ds=|
b
0
w p(s) e&( p&1) s2 ds. (2.15)
Hence,
+ |
b
0
w(s) ds &w& p&1L (0, b) |
b
0
w(s) ds
and then
+&w& p&1L (0, b) . (2.16)
From (2.13), (2.14) we have
&w&2L (0, b)&w&
2
H1(0, b)(1+) |
b
0
( |w$| 2+|w| 2+) ds\p+1p&1+
k2
+
, (2.17)
since +<14. Therefore from (2.16)(2.17),
+( p+1)( p&1)\ p+1p&1+ k2. (2.18)
Hence w$ cannot vanish whenever k<( p+1)( p&1)12 + ( p+1)2( p&1).
Therefore, w has a positive limit, and by Lemma 2.3, it follows that
lims  + w(s)=+ and the proposition is proved. K
In view of Lemma 2.4 we have therefore proved the existence of many
positive solutions for (2.3)in fact for all k small enough. Let us now
study their behavior at infinity. This will enable us to decide whether the
corresponding solutions of problem (2.1) are in H 10(0, 1) or not. We start
with the solution constructed in Lemma 2.2.
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Lemma 2.7. Let 0<*< 14 and let w be a positive solution of (2.3) such
that lims  + w(s)=0. Then there exists a positive constant c>0 such that
lim
s  +
w(s) e- + s=c, (2.19)
with += 14&*.
Proof. This type of result is essentially classical. For the sake of
completedness, we include here a proof of Lemma 2.7 which we divide into
several short steps.
(a) It is easily seen, using the maximum principle, that there are
constants L>0 and for each =>0, L=>0 such that
0<Lw(s) e- + sL=e=s for s1. (2.20)
(For L one can take w(1) e+- +.)
(b) The above estimate implies in particular that
&w"++wAe&\s
for some constants A>0 and \>- +. A new application of the maximum
principle, using the solution of &z"++z=Ae&\s shows that for some
constants L1 , K>0,
wL1e&- + s&Ke&\sL1e&- + s for s1.
The function l(s)=w(s) e- + s is therefore bounded away from 0 and from
 on [1, +). It satisfies the equation
&l"+2 - + l $=h on (1, +)
with h(s)=w(s) p e(- +&( p&1)2)s, whence h0. From this we infer that l
cannot have a local minimum and therefore it has a positive finite limit
0<c<+. K
Finally we derive the behavior at infinity for the unbounded positive
solutions of (2.3).
Lemma 2.8. Let 0<*< 14 and let w a positive solution of (2.3) such that
lims  + w(s)=+. Then there exists a positive constant c>0 such that
lim
s  +
w(s) e&- + s=c (2.21)
with += 14&*.
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Proof. Let us define l(s)=w(s) e&- + s. Then l satisfies
&l"&2 - + l $=l pe&_s, s # (0, +) (2.22)
for some _>0. Once again since l0, l cannot have any local minimum.
Moreover by integrating (2.22) we obtain
&l $(s)+l $(0)&2 - + l(s)=|
s
0
l p(s) e&_s ds0 (2.23)
and hence
l $(s)+2 - + l(s)l $(0), \s0.
If l is monotone increasing, then necessarily l has a finite positive limit
at infinity.
On the other hand, if l is decreasing at infinity, it converges to some
constant c0. Let us show that c>0.
Suppose to the contrary that c=0. Then clearly from the equation both
l(s) and l $(s) converge to 0 as s goes to +. We claim that for any =>0
we can find $=>0 and s0 such that
w(s)$e(- +&=)(s) for ss0 . (2.24)
Indeed for =>0, for s sufficiently large, &w"+(+&=)w0. Choose $ so
small that $e(- +&=)(s&s0)min(w(s0), w$(s0)). (Notice that we can always
choose s0 such that w$(s0)>0). By the maximum principle, it is easily seen
that w(s)$e(- +&=)(s&s0) for all ss0 . On the other hand, integrating the
equation we obtain
l $(s)+2 - + l(s)=|
+
s
l p(s) e&_s ds,
hence for s large enough,
l $(s)+2 - + l(s)l(s) q(s),
with lims  + q(s)=0. Therefore for s large,
l $(s)+- + l(s)0
and for some s1>0, ln l(s)ln l(s1)&- + (s&s1) for all s>s1 . This
implies the existence of a positive constant, C1 such that
l(s)C1 e&- + s for s large.
This obviously contradicts (2.24). Hence lims  + w(s) e&- + s=c>0. K
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The case *= 14 , i.e., +=0, can be treated in a different way. Actually in
this case we will solve problem (2.2) instead of (2.3).
Proposition 2.9. For *= 14 there exists a positive solution v of problem
(2.2) in (0, 1). Moreover v is bounded and v(0)>0.
Proof. The case *= 14 is somewhat more delicate. We will obtain a solu-
tion of the O.D.E. by solving the P.D.E. formulation (2.2). Let us consider
the following minimization problem. Here B2 denotes the unit ball in R2.
I=inf {|B 2 |{v| 2 dx; v # H 10(B2) and |B 2 |v| p&1 |x| ( p&5)2 dx=1= . (2.25)
This problem has a solution since in dimension 2, |x| ( p&5)2 # L1+$(B2) for
some $>0 as soon as p>1. Indeed, let [vn] be a minimizing sequence.
W.l.o.g., we may chose vn0. Then, [vn] is bounded in H 10(B
2), hence
relatively compact for the weak topology of H1(B2) and consequently
relatively compact in Lq(B2) for all q1. Therefore, the weak limit (in
H 10(B
2)) of some subsequence, v0 , satisfies v00 in B2,
|
B 2
|v0 | p+1 |x| ( p&5)2 dx=1
and v0 is a minimizer for problem (2.23). Moreover |v0 | p |x| ( p&5)2 belongs
to L1+=(B2) for some =>0. Therefore, by elliptic regularity and the
Sobolev embeddings, v0 is in L(B2) and is also continuous.
Let us now define w0 by w0(s)=v0(e&s). Then w0 is a solution of (2.3)
with *= 14 . Therefore since w00 in (0, +), w"00 in (0, +) and
w0(s) cannot converge to 0 as s goes to + since w0(0)=0. Hence
w0(+)=v0(0)>0.
Theorem 2.1 easily follows from all the results above.
3. BRANCHES OF POSITIVE SOLUTIONS
Let us consider an approximation of problem (1.1). For =>0, we study
the elliptic problem
{&(x
2+=2) u"=*u+|u| p&1 u in (0, 1)
u(0)=u(1)=0
(3.1)
with p>1, * # R.
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For =>0, the operator L= &(x2+=2) ddx2 is elliptic and has only
point spectrum when acting on H 10(0, 1). Let us denote by *
=
i , i1, the
eigenvalues of L= . Then for all i # Z+, *=i 
1
4 and
lim
=  0+
*=i =
1
4. (3.2)
For =>0, solutions of (3.1) can be found by a variety of standard
methods. Multiplicity results are also available. From the Rabinowitz
global bifurcation theorem [2, 23, 24] we know the following
Theorem 3.1. Let =>0 and r>0. Then for every i # Z, i1, there exists
a connected branch of nontrivial solutions of (3.1),
Ci, = C
+
i, = _ C
&
i, =/(&, *
=
i ]_H
1
0(0)
such that
(i) for all * # (&, *=i ] there exist two solutions of (3.1), u
+
i, *, =
and u&i, *, = .
(ii) u\i, *, = # C
\
i, = and u
&
i, *, ==&u
+
i, *, = .
(iii) (u+i, *, =)$ (0)>0.
(iv) u+i, *, = has (i&1) zeros in (0, 1).
(v) C+i, = & C
&
i, ==[(*i, = , 0)].
In this theorem ‘‘connected branch’’ refers to a connected component of S,
the closure in R_H 10(0, 1) of the nontrivial solutions (*, u), u  0 of (3.1).
Let us describe the strategy that we will follow in the next sections to
find branches of solutions of (1)(2). Essentially we pass to the limit in the
components Ci, = as =  0+ to obtain components Ci . To this end, we use
some results of pointset topology. Indeed, a result in [28] is particularly
suited for this procedure. It requires the notion of limsup and liminf of a
family of sets which we recall below.
First we consider the case i=1. We denote by C+= the branch C
+
1, = .
For every * < 14 , let us denote by D= the intersection of C
+
= with the
set [** ]_H 10(0, 1). With the definitions of [28], (
1
4 , 0) belongs to
lim inf=  0 D= . Then we prove some compactness properties of the set
=>0 D= which are used in order to show that the set lim sup=  0 D= is a
connected set of solutions (branch) of problem (1.1) in R_X.
Let us start this procedure by recalling some definitions and results from
Whyburn [28].
Definitions 3.2 (28). Let G be any infinite collection of point sets. The
set of all point x such that every neighborhood of x contains points of
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infinitely many sets of G is called the superior limit of G (lim sup G ). The
set of all points y such that every neighborhood of y contains points of all
but a finite number of sets of G is called the inferior limit of G (lim inf G ).
Theorem 3.3 [28]. Let [An]n # N be a sequence of connected closed sets
such that lim inf [An]{<. Then if the set n # N An is relatively compact,
lim sup [An] is connected.
As we have already pointed out, lim inf[D=n]#[(
1
4 , 0)] for any sequence
[=n] such that limn  + =n=0. Our aim is then twofold. First we show
that the set n D=n is relatively compact. Further, we prove that if
(*, u) # lim sup[D=] then, u is a solution of problem (1.1). As a consequence
of Theorem 3.3, these facts will imply the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. For every p>1, there exists a connected component C+ in
the closure of the set of positive solutions of (1.1) in R_C0([0,1]) such that
(i) ( 14 , 0) # C
+
(ii) For all *< 14 , there exists u # C0([0, 1])"[0] such that (*, u) # C
+.
In order to prove the above theorem, we need some preliminary informa-
tion about the limiting behavior of points in D= as = goes to 0+.
Lemma 3.5. Let p>1, 0<=<1 and *< 14. There exists a positive
constant +>0 such that for any solution u of (1.1) we have
&u&L(0, 1)+. (3.3)
Proof. This result is standard. Assume the existence of a sequence [u=]
with u= a positive solution of (3.1) and =>0 such that
inf
=
&u=&L (0, 1)=0. (3.4)
If *<0 this is impossible, since by convexity any positive solution u of (3.1)
satisfies
&u&L (0, 1)|*| 1(p&1). (3.5)
Consider the case when *0. Multiply equation (3.1) by u(x2+=2) and
integrate by parts. We obtain
|
1
0
|u$| 2 dx=|
1
0
(*+|u| p&1)
u2
x2+=2
dx. (3.6)
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On the other hand
|
1
0
|u$| 2 dx*1, = |
1
0
u2
x2+=2
dx
1
4 |
1
0
u2
x2+=2
dx. (3.7)
Therefore,
&u&L (0, 1)( 14&*)
1( p&1) for all =>0. K (3.8)
Remark. We can choose a constant +, depending only on * < 14 such
that (3.3) holds uniformly for * # (&, * ].
Next we derive a priori estimates on the solutions of (3.1) with *
bounded and = # [0, 1]. Some auxiliary lemmata will be necessary.
Lemma 3.6. Let u be a positive solution of (3.1). Then it has a unique
local maximum in (0, 1).
Proof. If *0 the result is obvious since u"0. Assume then that *<0
and let 0a<b. Then multiplying (3.1) by u$ and integrating it by parts
in the interval (a, b) we obtain
a2+=2
2
u$(a)2+|
b
a
xu$2 dx=F(u(b))&F(u(a))+
b2+=2
2
u$(b)2, (3.9)
where
F(x)=
*x2
2
+
|x| p+1
p+1
, x # R.
If u has two local maxima in (0, 1), it has a local minimum at some point x .
Then use (3.9) with a=0, b=x . We get
|
x
0
xu$2 dxF(u(x )). (3.10)
Since u(x )|*| 1( p&1), we know that F(u(x ))0. Inequality (3.10) then
shows that u#0.
Lemma 3.7. Let u be a nontrivial solution of
{&(x
2+l 2) u"=*u+|u| p&1 u in (0, +)
u(0)=0
(3.11)
with l0. Then either u has an infinite number of zeroes, xn , satisfying
xn  + as n  +, or else u is unbounded.
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Proof. Suppose that 0<x <+ is the largest zero of u. Consider first
the case *0. By concavity, it is easily seen that if u is bounded, then u$
converges to 0 and u converges to some u0 {0 at infinity. Assume for
instance u0>0. Then (3.11) shows that u"(x)tCx&2 as x  +, with
C>0. This contradicts the boundedness of u.
Consider now the case *<0. As above, if u is bounded, there must exist
a local maximum for u at some y # (x , +). Moreover, by the same proof
as in Lemma 3.6, y is unique. Therefore limx  + u(x)=u1 , with
u1 # [0, |*| 1( p&1)). Once again if u1{0, (3.11) implies that u is unbounded.
Hence, u1=0. Apply (3.9) with a=0, b=x, x>y. Then
|
+
0
su$2 ds lim
x  + \
(x2+l 2)
2
u$(x)2+ . (3.12)
Thus, lim infx  + xu$(x)>0, which shows that u is unbounded if x
exists. K
Lemma 3.8. Let [*n]/R& be a bounded sequence, =n # [0, 1] and un a
positive solution of (3.1) with ===n , *=*n . Let xn be the unique x # (0, 1)
such that un(x)=|*n | 1(p&1), u$n(xn)<0 (Lemma 3.6). Then the sequence
[xn] is bounded away from 0.
Proof. Assume that for some subsequence, still denoted by [xn],
limn  + xn=0. Then define vn( } )=un(xn } ). The function vn satisfies
&(x2+=2n x
&2
n ) v"n=*nvn+v
p
n in (0, x
&1
n ) (3.13)
and vn(1)=|*n | 1( p&1), v$n0 in (1, x&1n ).
We have
|v$n(1)|=|v$n(x&1n )|+|
x n
&1
1
|*n | vn&v pn
x2+=2nx
&2
n
dxxn |u$n(1)|+Cn , (3.14)
where Cn is the maximum over R+ of the function x [ |*n | x&xp.
Moreover,
|*n | 1( p&1)=|
1
x n
|u$n | dx|u$n(1)| (1&xn). (3.15)
Since we are assuming that limn  + xn=0, (3.14) together with (3.15)
and our assumption imply the existence of C>0 such that
&un&L (0, 1)=&vn&L (0, x n&1)|v$n(1)|+|*n |
1( p&1)C for all n. (3.16)
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For a subsequence, l=limn  + =nx&1n exists, 0l+. Let us show
that l is finite. If l=+, from (3.13) and (3.16) we obtain
&v$n&L (0, 1)
C$
=2nx
&2
n
, (3.17)
with C$ independent of n. Therefore limn+ &vn&L (0, 1)=limn+ &un&L(0, 1)
=0, which contradicts Lemma 3.5.
Hence l<+. With (3.16) we can pass to the limit in (3.13) to obtain
{&(x
2+l 2) v"=*v+v p
v(0)0, v(1)=|*| 1( p&1), v$0
in (0, +)
in (1, +)
(3.18)
for some *0, v # L([0, +)). Then by Lemma 3.7, we infer v#0.
If *{0, we already have a contradiction. If *=0, we argue as follows.
From (3.14) and (3.15) we obtain
&vn&L (0, 1)|v$n(1)|+|*n | 1( p&1)2 |* n | 1( p&1)+Cn for n large,
but this (Cn  0) and *=0 contradict Lemma 3.5. K
Next we will look for a priori estimates on the solutions of (3.1) with *
bounded and = # [0, 1]. This will be standard when * is nonnegative and
a little more complicated, but also standard, when *<0.
Lemma 3.9. Let p>1. There exists a constant C>0 such that for all
= # [0, 1], *0 and for all positive solution u of (3.1), we have
&u&L (0, 1)C. (3.19)
Proof. For *0, by concavity, there exists an interval (a, b)/[0, 1]
such that |b&a| 14 and
u(x)
&u&L (0, 1)
2
for x # (a, b). (3.20)
Let us now define
w(x)=sin \? x&ab&a+ , *1=
?2
(b&a)2
. (3.21)
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Multiplying equation (3.1) by (x2+=2)&1 w and integrating by parts we
obtain
|
b
a
(up+*u)w
x2+=2
dx=*1 |
b
a
uw dx+u(b) w$(b)&u(a) w$(a)
*1 |
b
a
uw dx (3.22)
Hence,
|
b
a
uw \u
p&1+*
x2+=2
&*1+ dx0, (3.23)
which implies that for some x # (a, b),
u(x) p&1+**1(x2+=2)2*1 . (3.24)
Then we use this and (3.20) to infer that
21&p &u& p&1L (0, 1)2*1&*2*1 .
The proof is complete by noting that for any a, b as above, *116?2. K
In the case *0 the same estimate requires a different proof. Indeed for
*0, the solutions u of (3.1) are concave only where u(x) |*| 1( p&1). In
principle this region could be a very small interval. The proof of the next
lemma relies on showing that u(x)C &u&L  on a large interval for some
positive constant C.
Lemma 3.10. Let p>1 and &<*0*<0. Then there exists a con-
stant C>0 (depending on p and *0) such that for every =>0 and every
solution u of (3.1) we have
&u&L(0, 1)C. (3.25)
Proof. Let z # (0, 1) be such that &u&L (0, 1)=u(z). We follow [3, 23,
24] and define two functions, w

and w such that if z 12 ,
{(=
2+x2) w

"=|*| w

in ( 14 , z)
w

( 14)=0, w
(z)=1
(3.26)
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and if z< 12,
{(=
2+x2) w "=|*| w in (z, 1)
w (z)=1; w (1)=0.
(3.27)
Assume first that z 12. Then, by the Maximum Principle,
u(x)w

(x)w

$( 14)(x&
1
4) u(z) for x # (
1
4 , z). (3.28)
Moreover there exists a positive constant C, independent of z, of
* # [&*0 , 0) and of 0<=<1 such that |w
$( 14)|C. Hence (3.28) implies the
existence of a constant M>0 and an interval I of length |I | 16 such that
u(x)M &u&L(0, 1) for x # I (3.29)
and then we conclude as in the proof of Lemma 3.9.
If z< 12 , we can use w and the same kind of arguments as above to prove
the lemma. Indeed if z is not close to 0, |w $(1)|C>0 as above. On the
other hand, if z is close to 0 we use Lemma 3.8 and the concavity of u in
the interval (z, x ) as in the proof of Lemma 3.9 with x defined by:
u(x )=|*| 1( p&1), u$(x )<0, if x <34. Otherwise, do the same in the interval
(z, 34).
We are now ready to let =  0 in (3.1). This will be achieved with respect
to * # [&*0 , 14] for a fixed *0>0. K
Proposition 3.11. Let un be a nontrivial solution of (3.1) with
*=*n # [&*0 , 14] and 0<===n<1 (=n  0). Then there exists u # C([0, 1])
such that a corresponding subsequence [un$] converges to u in C1, :([$, 1])
for all : # (0, 1) and $>0. Moreover, u is a solution of
{&x
2u"=* u+up in (0, 1)
u(1)=0
(3.30)
where * =limn  + *n$ . Furthermore, if * <14, then, u  0.
Proof. From lemmata 3.9, 3.10, the right-hand side of (3.1) is uniformly
bounded in [0, 1] for any n. Therefore for all $>0, regularity in [$, 1)
shows the existence of subsequences [un$],[*n$] and a function u such that
{un$  u in C
2([$, 1])
*n$  * # [&*0 , 14].
(3.31)
Moreover (3.31) easily implies (3.30).
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That u  0 can be derived from the following arguments. We may
assume that the numbers *n$ have all the same sign. If for all n$, *n$0,
Lemma 3.5 suffices to conclude. If *n$<0, then, Lemma 3.8 shows the exist-
ence of xn$ # (0, 1) such that un$(xn$)=|*n$ | 1( p&1) and such that the
sequence [xn$] is bounded away from 0. Therefore (3.31) implies that u  0
if * <0. If * =0, assume by contradiction that u#0. Then by Lemma 3.5
there must exist points yn$ such that 0<yn$<xn$ and
un$( yn$)=+>0, un$(xn$)=|*n$ | 1( p&1) (3.32)
with + independent of n$ and limn$  0 yn$=0. By concavity, un$(x)
(+&|*n$ | 1( p&1))(x&xn$)(yn$&xn$)+|*n$ | 1( p&1) for n$ large and x #
( yn$ , xn$). But limn$  0 |*n$ |=* =0 and by Lemma 3.8, limn$  0 xn$>0.
Hence u cannot be equal to 0 everywhere and the lemma is proved. K
Proposition 3.12. The solution u of (3.30) obtained above satisfies also
u(0)=0. It is then a solution of (1.1) with *=* .
Proof. Assume by contradiction that u(0)=C>0. Then if
* u(0)+u p(0)=D{0 let us choose z # (0, 1) such that
min
x # [0, z]
min {} u(x)&C2 } , } * u(x)+u(x) p&
D
2 }==0
and this minimum is only achieved at z in the interval [0, z]. Then
integrating the equation between x # (0, z) and z we obtain
&u$(z)+u$(x)=|
z
x
* u(s)+u(s) p
s2
ds
D
2 \
1
x
&
1
z+ (3.33)
if for instance D>0 (the case D<0 is dealt with in the same way). From
(3.33) we infer that for all y # (0, z)
u(z)&u( y )u$(z)(z&y)&
D(z&y)
2z
+
D
2 |
z
y
dx
x
which is incompatible with the fact that u is bounded. Hence if C>0, D
has to be equal to 0.
If * 0, D=0 implies that u(0)=0, and the proposition is proved.
When * <0, D=0 implies that either u(0)=0, and we are done or
u(0)=|* | 1( p&1). Let us prove that the latter cannot hold. Since u(1)=0,
u(0)=|* | 1( p&1) implies that either
(i) u$(0)<0 and u is convex near 0 or
(ii) u$(0)>0 and u is concave near 0,
since by Lemma 3.6 there is a unique local maximum in (0, 1).
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In case (i), there must exist points xn # (0, 1) such that
xn  0, lim
n
u(xn)=|* | 1( p&1), lim
n
u$n(xn)<0, (3.34)
which contradicts Lemma 3.8.
If case (ii) holds we can find points yn # (0, 1) such that
yn  0, u( yn)=|*n | 1( p&1), u$( yn)>0. (3.35)
Let us then define vn( } )=un( yn } ). The sequence [vn] is bounded in
L(0, 1) and satisfies
&(x2+=2n y
&2
n ) v"n=*nvn+v
p
n in (0, y
&1
n ). (3.36)
with vn(0)=0, vn(1)=|*n | 1( p&1), vn( y&1n )=0. As in the proof of Lemma
3.8 it can be proved that the sequence [=n y&2n ] is bounded. Then there
must exist l0 and v # C0(0, +) such that
{&(x
2+l2) v"=* v+vp in (0, +)
v0, v # L(0, +)
(3.37)
which contradicts Lemma 3.7. K
The last auxiliary result we need deals with the sense in which the
sequence [un] converges towards u.
Proposition 3.13. With the notations of Proposition 3.11 we have
lim
n$  +
&un$&u&L(0, 1)=0. (3.38)
Therefore the sequence [un$] converges to u in C0([0, 1]).
Proof. Assume by contradiction that (3.38) does not hold. That is,
there exists $>0 such that
lim inf
n$  +
&un$&u&L(0, 1)$.
By Proposition 3.11, this implies the existence of [xn$]  n$  + 0+ such
that
|un$(xn$)&u(xn$)|
$
2
. (3.39)
Now let ’>0 be such that u(x)$8 for all 0x’. Then for n$ suf-
ficiently large, |un$(’)&u(’)|$8 and therefore un$(’)$4. Moreover, for
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n$ large we see that (3.39) and limx  0+ u(x)=0 imply that un$(xn$)>un$(’)
and xn$<’. This contradicts Lemma 3.6. K
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let us consider * < 14 fixed and D= as previously
defined. Then lim inf D=#( 14 , 0). Hence lim inf D= is not void. Moreover, by
Propositions 3.113.13 the set = # (0, 1) D= is relatively compact in
C0([0, 1]) endowed with the L-norm. Therefore, by Theorem 3.3 the set
lim sup D= is connected. We conclude the proof by taking * as negative as
we wish. K
4. SOLUTIONS WHICH CHANGE SIGN
Theorem 3.4 dealt with the existence of a connected component of
positive and negative solutions. In this section we treat the case of solutions
which change sign in the interval (0, 1). Our main result is the following
Theorem 4.1. For every p>1 and every i # N, there exists in C0(0, 1) a
continuous branch of nontrivial solutions of (1.1), Ci , such that
(i) for every *< 14 there exists u
i
* # Ci , solution of (1.1).
(ii) ui* has i zeroes in (0, 1).
(iii) lim*Z14 &un*&L(0, 1)=0.
Most of the arguments used in the previous section to prove Theorem
3.4 can be carried out in this case. Here, a further property has to be taken
care of : the number of zeroes is preserved under the limiting procedure.
This is standard when the equation has no degeneracy. In our context one
has to be more careful because of the degeneracy encountered at 0.
The general situation we have to discuss is the following. Consider
sequences [=n]/(0, 1), [*n]/(&*0 , 14) and solutions un of (3.1) which
have all i zeroes in (0, 1), i1. Let us label the zeroes of un by xnk , 1ki.
Without loss of generality we also assume that limn  + =n=0 and
limn  + *n=*, all the *n ’s having the same sign. We want then to prove
the following.
Proposition 4.2. Under the above assumptions there exists a function
u # C([0, 1]), solution of (1.1) which has i zeroes, x1 , ..., xi , in the interval
(0, 1). Moreover up to subsequences,
lim
n  +
&un&u&L(0, 1)=0. (4.1)
Proof of Theorem 3.1. As in the previous section, this proposition
enables us to prove Theorem 3.1 with the help of Theorem 3.3. We follow
the same procedure as in Theorem 3.4. K
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The proof of Proposition 4.2 will be done by proving a series of auxiliary
lemmata.
As it is usual in this kind of situations, among all the zeroes of un , we
choose two consecutive ones, xnl , x
n
l+1 , such that |x
n
l+1&x
n
l |1(i+1).
We denote by I n the interval (xnl , x
n
l+1). Moreover, up to subsequences we
may suppose that the sequence [xnl ] (resp. [x
n
l+1]) converges to a point x l
(resp. x l+1) which belongs to [0, 1]. Our first estimate is obtained as
follows.
Lemma 4.3. Under the above assumptions, there exists a constant C>0
such that
&un&L (In)C. (4.2)
Proof. All the arguments used in the proofs of Lemmata 3.9, 3.10 can
be adapted in a straightforward way to prove (4.2). The main reason for
that is that lim xnl+1=x l+1>0. K
The next lemma deals with the behavior of un in the interval (0, xnl+1).
As we will see in Lemma 4.5, it gives a precise control on the uniform
behavior of the function un as n goes to +.
Lemma 4.4. Under the above assumptions,
&un&L (0, x nl+1)C (4.3)
where C is the same constant as in (4.2).
Proof. Let us use (3.9) with ===n , *=*n , b=bn # I n such that
&un&L(In)=|un(bn)| and a=an is any local maximum or minimum of un .
Then we obtain
0<|
bn
a n
x |u$n | 2 dx=Fn(&un &L (I n))&Fn(un(an)), (4.4)
where Fn(x)=(*n |x| 22)+(|x| p+1( p+1)), x # R. The estimate (4.4)
shows that Fn(un(an))Fn(&un&L (I n)), which together with Fn ’s definition
and Lemma 3.6 proves (4.3). K
Lemma 4.5. Under the above assumptions,
lim inf
n  +
xn1>0. (4.5)
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Corollary 4.6. There exists positive constants C and $ such that
&un&L(0, 1)C (4.6)
lim inf
n  +
min
0ki
|xnk&x
n
k+1 |=$>0 (4.7)
where xn0=0, x
n
i+1=1 for all n.
Proof of the corollary. Once (4.5) is proved, Eq. (3.1) is uniformly
strictly elliptic in (xn1 , 1) for all n and =0. Then Lemma 4.4 and standard
arguments prove (4.6) and (4.7) (for instance, see [3, 23, 24]). K
Proof of Lemma 4.5. By contradiction suppose that (4.5) does not hold.
Then limn  + xn1=0. We define vn( } )=un(x
n
1 } ) for all n. The function vn
satisfies
{&(x
2+=2n(x
n
1)
&2) v"n=*n vn+|vn | p&1 vn in (0, (xn1)
&1)
vn(0)=vn(1)=vn((xn1)
&1)=0.
(4.8)
As above it is easy to prove that l=lim supn  + =n(xn1)
&1<+. Hence
by Corollary 4.6 there exists v # C(0, +) such that
{&(x
2+l 2) v"=*v+|v| p&1 v in (0, +)
v # L(0, +).
(4.9)
Lemma 3.5 and the arguments used in the proof of Proposition 3.11 show
that v0. But (4.9) is in contradiction with Lemma 3.7, since the number
of oscillations of v is at most equal to i. Hence (4.5) is proved. K
We can now conclude.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. The existence of u satisfying
&x2u"=*u+|u| p&1 in (0, 1),
with i zeroes in the interval (0, 1) follows easily from Corollary 4.6 (see
Proof of Proposition 3.11). Moreover in the same way, for all $>0,
lim
n  +
&un&u&L($, 1)=0.
Therefore, there only remains to be proved that u(0)=0 and that (4.1)
holds. Both facts are concerned with the behavior of un near 0. Let us
restrict ourselves to considering the behavior of un in the interval (0, xn1).
By Lemma 4.5, the behavior of un in that interval is qualitatively similar to
that of positive solutions of (3.1). Therefore by Propositions 3.12 and 3.13,
u(0)=0 and (4.1) holds. K
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